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Abstract—We report on experimental and numerical studies on
the coupling effect of a single split ring resonator (SRR) and its
mirror image inside an X-band hollow waveguide. It is shown that,
for single SRR with gap bearing side perpendicular to E field, the
magnetic resonance exhibits red/blue shift as SRR moves to the gap
facing/backing waveguide edge, due to the capacitance and magnetic
dipoles coupling effect between original SRR and its mirror image,
respectively. Furthermore, electric dipole interplay dominates the
coupling effect between SRR and its image when SRR has the gap
bearing side parallel to the E field, although SRR is excited by E and
H field simultaneously.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic metamaterials with unique properties such as negative
or zero index have attracted much attention during last decades [1–
9]. Exotic research aspects including optics transformation have
undergone rapid development with great impact on human’s realization
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of artificial engineering structure but also brought new force to
the advance of novel devices such as invisible cloak [10–22], and
Hyperlens [23, 24], perfect absorber [25–29]. Split ring resonator
(SRR), the seminal building block of metamaterial, can oscillate with
circular currents under proper excitation, subsequently produce a
magnetic component opposite to the incident magnetic field, and
result in negative permeability around its resonance frequency [30–
36]. Such magnetism engineering operations have been demonstrated
from microwave up to optical range, around the latter of which most of
natural materials possessing relative permeability closes to unity [37].
In addition, by incorporating some active devices into SRR prototype,
it is feasible to introduce operation frequency shift, which can be
described by equivalent LC circuit resonance condition alteration [38–
50]. Similar to the electromagnetic response of natural material
response, SRR is generally integrated in dense array, and the coupling
effects are of paramount importance by introducing spectral splitting
and/or resonant frequency shifts [51–59]. Liu et al. report on the
stacked SRRs interaction at optical range influences on the magnetic
resonances [52, 53]. The separation and rotation of SRR array influence
on planar metamaterial configuration were investigated in term of
dipole coupling effect at near infrared regime [54–56]. Besides, several
contributions have also addressed the role of tight coupling effect in
the propagation direction along with the lateral coupling mechanisms
at microwaves [57–59].

Up to now, nearly almost unique phenomena of metamaterial
including the negative refraction [1], invisible cloaking [10–12], were
observed experimentally in a parallel waveguide system, because
waveguide system provides quasi mode distribution but also periodic
boundaries, especially the latter of which allows few macroscopic
metamaterial elements to exhibit the collective behavior of bulk
sample. In contrast to previous reports on coupling effect inside SRR
array, we investigate experimentally and numerically on the interaction
between a physical SRR and its imaged counterpart mirrored by an
electric conductor. To this aim, the transmission spectra of a hollow
waveguide loaded by a SRR with its varied location along E field
direction were recorded. Concerning asymmetric configuration of SRR
due to the presence of splitting gap, two cases with respect to the
gap bearing side perpendicular or parallel to the E field were studied
experimentally and numerically. The frequency shift as a function
of SRR locations is interpreted in term of mutual coupling effect
between original SRR and its image counterpart to better understand
the underlying physics of frequency change of SRR.
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2. EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATION

2.1. SRR with GAP Bearing Side Perpendicular to E Field

In this manuscript, we employed conventional SRR configuration with
single square ring incorporated with one gap, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Using commercial printed circuit board technology, the experimental
SRR sample was etched on a Teflon fiberglass substrate (εr = 2.45,
tan δ = 0.003) with a thickness of 0.8 mm. The SRR substrate were
diced with the dimensions of 10.0× 5.0mm2 so as to match the height
of X band waveguide (cross section: 22.86× 10.16mm2).

For the experimental measurement, SRR sample was then inserted
in the middle of an X-band waveguide operating between 8 and 12 GHz
as illustrated in Figure 1(a). Due to the asymmetric configuration of
SRR, the gap facing and backing surfaces of waveguide are termed as
the top and bottom edges, respectively. The SRR location shifts along
x axis is labeled by the distance of its center away from the middle line
between the top and bottom edges (The dashed line in Figure 1(a)).
The shifting distance of SRR center from central line of waveguide,
d, is labeled by positive and negative signs when SRR moves towards
top and bottom plates, respectively. The transmission spectra of SRR

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. (a) Schematic view for one SRR under grazing incidence
via an X band waveguide. The geometrical dimensions for SRR are as
follows: l = 2.4, w = g = 0.3 (unit: mm). Schematic of various SRR
samples with gap bearing side (b) perpendicular and (c) parallel to the
x axis. (d) SRRs were illuminated under normal incidence.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. (a), (b) Experimental and (c), (d) simulated transmission
spectra of SRR as a function of its location along E field direction.
The insets of (a) and (c) provide the photograph of SRRs with varied
locations and induced surface currents of SRR at resonance frequency,
respectively.

with various positions were measured and recorded by an HP 8720Es
Vector Network Analyzer.

Figure 2 gives transmission spectra of SRR as a function of its
positions. For all cases a pronounced dip can be noticed in the spectra
which can be anticipated to be a magnetic resonance owing to the axial
polarization of the incident H field. When SRR is located exactly
in the middle of waveguide (d = 0mm), SRR exhibits a pronounced
transmission minimum around 11.0 GHz, which is concomitant with
phase jump by nearly 90◦, a symbol indicative of the sign of effective
permeability change. As SRR moves towards to the top edge, i.e.,
with gradually increasing d up to 3.0 mm, the resonance frequency
shifts gradually from 11.0 GHz down to 10.56 GHz. On the contrary,
resonance frequency monotonically increases up to 11.56GHz when
SRR approaches to the bottom edge. A clear frequency shift of phase
jump was also observed in accordance with transmission dip change
trend, further confirming the opposite frequency shift for SRR with
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respect to the positive or negative value of d. Quantatively, moving
SRR position by 6.00 mm from the proximity of bottom edge towards
top edge of the waveguide, the resonance frequency varies by more
than 1.0 GHz, accounting for nearly 9%.

The simulations were carried out by using a finite time domain
package, CST Microwave Studio. SRR was defined by copper with
conductivity σ = 5.8 × 107 S/m. The numerical transmission spectra
were calculated rigorously in a hollow waveguide environment and
given in Figures 2(c) and (d). The circular surface current monitored
around the resonance frequency confirms the magnetic resonance
assumption as stated above (See the inset of Figure 2(c)). The
simulated transmission spectra point a continuous decrease of the
magnetic resonance as the SRR moves from the proximity of bottom
edge to top one, showing a quantitative agreement with experimental
results. From the application point of view, it is worth mentioning
that the fractional change of the resonant frequency around 9% is quite
remarkable in comparison with the shift achieved by means of active
devices [38–49].

At this stage, one can conclude that a single SRR inserted inside
a hollow waveguide is equivalent to one column SRR array, as shown
in Figure 3(a), due to a mirror-like effect of the metal walls, which
behave as perfect electrical conductors [60]. Obviously, the actual
magnetic resonance state of SRR is a net collective response of original
single SRR and its image counterparts with reverse gap orientation.
For the common case with SRR located in the middle line of the
waveguide, magnetic resonance of SRR is the collective resonances
between SRR and its imaged cells with gap facing to and backing
to each other. When SRR moves towards to the gap facing top
edge, i.e., d increases from 0 mm to 3.0 mm, SRR and its imaged
counterpart become closer (See Figure 3(b)). Intuitively, it seems
that an increasing resonance frequency of SRR can be expected since
the transverse magnetic dipole coupling occurs. However, the closer
space between SRR and its image as well as top edge of the waveguide
enhances the fringing electric field strength around SRR’s gap, giving
rise to an increase of gap capacitance, hence, a decrease of magnetic
resonance because ω =

√
LC, where L and C present the inductance

and capacitance of SRR, respectively. On the other hand, as SRR shifts
towards the bottom plates, i.e., d changes from 0 mm to −3mm, SRR
and its imaged counterpart become closer but with a large separation
between the two splits, as shown in Figure 3(c)). In this case, only the
interactions between magnetic dipoles, formed by oscillation of circular
currents of SRR and its imaged counterpart, dominate the resulting
resonance frequency. It is therefore the magnetic resonance will shift
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. Schematic view of equal periodic array of one SRR located
at waveguide, i.e., original SRR located at the central line of waveguide
and its imaged periodic counterparts along x directions due to the top
and bottom metal boundaries of waveguide. (a) SRR located at the
center of waveguide. SRR closes to (b) the top and (c) bottom metal
edges of waveguide. The yellow ring represent the original SRR and
the gray ones its imaged counterparts.

towards higher frequency as the transverse coupling between magnetic
dipole and its image increases.

2.2. SRR with GAP Bearing Side Parallel to E Field under
Grazaing Incidence

In this section, we explore the magnetic resonance frequency variation
of SRR with its gap bearing side parallel to the incidence E field as
shown in Figure 1(c). In this case, SRR are symmetric one with respect
to the top and bottom edges of waveguide but asymmetry concerning
the incident E field. Compared with SRR of previous configuration, the
resonance frequency of SRR rotated by 90◦ with respect to its central
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. (a), (b) Experimental and (c), (d) simulated transmission
spectra of SRR with gap bearing side parallel to x axis and varied as a
function of its location along E field direction. The inset displays the
photograph of three SRR samples with different locations.

axis, is located at 11.39GHz (See Figure 4). This is higher than that
of previous case, due to the lack of capacitance coupling along E field
direction. Furthermore, the transmission dip accounts nearly −20 dB,
much stronger than that of the previous case, resulting from an extra
circular currents induced by external E field as SRR’s asymmetrical
configuration with respect the incident electric polarization [61]. As
shown in Figure 1(c), when SRR shifts away from the middle line of
the waveguide, i.e., d increases from 0 mm to 3.0mm, the magnetic
resonance frequency of SRR is shifted down from 11.39GHz down
to 11.17 GHz. It seems surprising that as much closer between SRR
and its image, magnetic resonance is supposed to increase because
purely transverse magnetic dipole coupling occurs. Thus, we doubt
the emergence of electric dipole induced by the external E field plays
effect on the resonance frequency, which will lead to a lower frequency
shift because of longitudinal interplays of electric dipole and its image.
If so, it means electric dipole induced by the external E field, dominates
the coupling effect of SRR magnetic resonance.
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2.3. SRR with GAP Bearing Side Perpendicular to E Field
under Normal Incidence

To verify our assumption for the electric dipole effect, transmission
spectra of SRR with gap bearing side parallel to E field, as shown
in Figure 1(d), was measured under normal incidence. Considering
there is still a weak H component along z axis in such waveguide
setup due to the dominant TE10 mode distribution inside waveguide,
it is necessary to confirm whether such a magnetic field component
can excite SRR resonance. For this purpose, we carried out numerical
calculation for SRR with gap bearing side perpendicular to E field
under normal incidence, because there is no electric field contribution
for SRR and magnetic field component will only the one to excite
magnetic resonance if it works. The numerical results shows that no
dip can be observed in the given frequency regime, indicating such
magnetic field component is too weak (not shown here). Consequently,
under normal incidence the sole means to excite the SRR pattern is

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5. (a), (b) Experimental and (c), (d) simulated transmission
spectra of SRR under normal incidence. The SRR has a configuration
with gap bearing side parallel to x axis and varied location along E
field direction.
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to orientate the gap arm parallel to the E field direction with thus
the possibility to induce circular current by the electromotive force
across the gap. It is therefore SRR with gap bearing side parallel to x
axis is only excited by E field. As shown from Figure 5, the magnetic
resonance of SRR induced by the external E field alone is centered
around 11.31GHz for its location in the middle line of waveguide, which
is followed by a lower frequency shift as SRR closes to the metal edge.
Obviously, this frequency dependence of SRR on its location along E
field direction shows similar tendency of SRR excited by both magnetic
and electric field (See Figure 4).

In this case, as the presence of asymmetric configuration of SRR
with respect to x axis, circular currents induced by the external E
field, giving arise to electric and magnetic dipoles simultaneously. As
shown in Figure 6, for the closer interspacing between SRR and its
image counterpart, longitudinal coupling between electric dipole and
its mirrored image interplay will result in a lower frequency shift as the
restoring strength is weaken, whereas the transverse magnetic dipoles
coupling contributes to a higher frequency shift [52]. Compared with
the experimental and simulated results, we can conclude that electric
dipole coupling plays a dominative role in the determination of SRR
resonance frequency when SRR excited purely by E field, which is
similar to the conclusion point by Refs. [54] and [55]. Importantly, the
predominance of electric dipole still exists even magnetic resonance of
SRR is excited by external H and E field simultaneously, as mentioned

Figure 6. The dipoles distribution of SRR and its imaged counterpart
when SRR is illuminated under normal incidence. The blue and red
arrows represent the magnetic and electric dipoles, respectively. The
original SRR is colored by yellow while the image one by grey.
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in Section 2.2. Moreover, this is also further confirmed numerically by
two actual SRRs operating under TEM wave illumination in free space
(simulation results not shown here).

3. CONCLUSION

In summary, we investigated experimentally and numerically the
coupling effect between SRR and its imaged counterpart on the
magnetic resonance behavior by changing single SRR location along
external E field in an X band waveguide. For SRR with its gap
perpendicular to E field, SRR resonance frequency can be tailored red
or blue shift as SRR moves to the gap bearing side facing and backing
metal edges of waveguide. This can be explained by the capacitive
and transverse magnetic dipole coupling between SRR and its imaged
counterpart, respectively. For the SRR’s gap parallel to E field excited
by both the electric and magnetic field, it is shown the magnetic
resonance frequency of SRR is lowered when SRR shifts towards
metallic plate, as the induced electric dipole coupling between SRR
and its imaged counterpart, is stronger than magnetic dipole interplay
force. As numerous experimental metamaterial demonstrations were
performed in a waveguide system, we believe that the frequency
tailored phenomena as well as the underlying coupling mechanism
between SRR and its imaged counterpart will enrich the way to
tune metamaterial operation frequency and will be useful for the
development of metamaterial based devices.
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